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THE EFFECT OF MASS DISTRIBUTION ON THE LATERAL STABILITY
CE4RACTERISTICS OF AN AIRPLANE AS DETERMINED BY

OF A MODEL IN THE FREE-FLIGHT TUNNEL
By JOHN P. CAMPBELL and CHAriLESL, SEACORD, Jr.

SUMMARY

Tlie e$ect8qf nums distribution on t?ateralstability and cm
trol characte~tim ~f an airpihw hoe been detmwined by
flighi trots of a model in tlw NACA jreeJ&@t tunnel. In the
inveetig~ion, the rolling and yawing momenti of inertia were
incremdjrom normal vulwa to calutx up tojive times normal.
For each moment-of-inertia condition, combina$ionaof dihedral
and verticu.1-tailarea representing a variety of airplane conjig-
uratione were @ted.

The results of the$ight tew%of the model were comelutedwith
cal.culaiedstabdity and controi!churactenkti.csand, in general,
good agreement was obtained. Tha te$i%showed the jo.!.bwing
effects of kcrewed rolling and ya+ng momem%of inertia
no appreciable change in spiral 8tabdity; reductti in 08cU-

latorv stability thai5were sm”mu at high vulua of dihedral; a
reduction in tlw serwitidy of Uu model to gust disturbanctx;
and a reduction in rolling acceW@ion provided by the ailerons,
which euwwo?a markedinmeme in time to reach a given angle oj
bank. The generalj?ighi behavior of the model becanw worse
m“thincreting moments of inatia bwt, with combinatti oj
& e$ective dihedral and large verti.au%zdarea, 8at’&3f@ory
jlight characten”stti8were obtuined at all moment-of-inertia
condi.timw

INTRODUCTION

A recent trend in design has been to distribute w-eight
along tho wings of rm airplane instead of concentrating it in
tho fuselage. This redistribution of weight, which has been
brought about largely by changes from single-engine to twi.n-
ongino design and by the incren.scd use of wing guns and
wing fugl tanks, has resulted in greater rolling and yawing
momonte of inertia for the airplane and has thereby increased
the. clifliculty of obtaining satisfactory lateral stabili~.
Because of this trend, theoretical investigations (references
1 and 2) have recently been made to determine the effects
of hinge increams in moments of inertia on lateral stability.
‘J!horesults of these investi.@ions indicated that the range
of values of dihedral and vertkd-tail am.a for satisfactory
oscillatory stability beeomes progressively smaller with
incrcming moments of inertia.

In order to verify &perimentally the results of such
theoretical investigations and to determine the efkcts of
the indicated stability changes on general fight behavior,
an investigation has been tied out in the NACA free-
flight tunnel With a jL-m.ale, free-flying dynamic model
loaded to represent a wide range of values of rolling and

AND CONTROL
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yawing moments of inertia. For each momenkf-inertia
condition, a range of dihedral angles and vertical-tail areas
that represented a variety of airplane configurations was
covered.

Calculations were made to determine the theoretical
stability and control characteristics of the particular model
tested in order that the results obtained by theory and
experiment could be correlated.
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SYMBOLS

radius of gyration about X-axis, feet
radius of gyration about Z-axis, feet
moment of inertia about X-axis, Slug-feeta(mkx~
moment of inertia about Z-axis, slug-feet2 (mkz~
mass, slugs
lift coefficient (L/qS)
lateral-force coefficient (Y/@)

yawing-moment eoe5cient r )awing moment
qbS

rolling-moment coefficient
$ )

oiling moment
qbEi’

lift, pounds
lateraJforce, pounds

d~amic pressure, pounds per square foot
()

; pvl

wing span, feet
-wingchord, feet
wing area, square feet
rate of change of yawhig-moment “coefficientwith angle

of sideslip, per radian @CJQ9)
rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with angle

of side&p, per radian @C@9)
rata of change of lateraI-force coeili~ent with angle of

side&p, per radian (MW$)
rate of change of yawing-moment coefficient with yati-

ing velocity, per unit of rb/2V (at7n/a*)

rate of change of yawing-moment coefficient with rolling

velocity, per unit of pb/2V (Wm/ap#v)

rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with rolling

velocity, per tit of pb/2V (ZW,/b~~)

rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with yaw-

ing velocity, per unit of rb/2V (aoz/a*)
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angle of sideslip, radians
yawing angular veloci~, radi&s per second
airspeed, feet per second
rolling angular velocity, radians or degrees per second
air density, slugs per cubic foot
period of lateral oscillation, seconds
time, seconds
angle of bank, degrees
angle of yaw, degrees
flap deflection, degrem
Routh’s discrimimmt

D,E coefficients in stab&ty quartic equation; given in
reference 1

APPARATUS

The investigation was carried out in the NACA f&e-
flight tunnel, which is equipped for testing free-flying dynamic
airplane models. A complete description of the tunnel and
its operation is given @ reference 3. I?orce teats made to
determine the static lateral-stability derivatives were run
on the free-flight+.mnel six-component balance described in
reference 4. A photqyaph of the test section of the tunnel
showing a model in flight is gi+en as fi~- 1.

FmmmsL—Test saMon cdNACA freMI@t tnnnol showing wwaed mods h fUghL

A three-view drawing of the model nse’d in the tests is
shown in figure 2, and photographs of the model are
presented in figures 3 and 4. The j&x.ale model, which in
over-all dimensions represented a modern ilghter airplane,
was constructed principally of balsa and -wasequipped with
movable control surface-ssimilar to those described in refer-
.encoa3 and 4. II’orall tests, the model w-asequipped with a
split flap 60 percent of the wing span and 25 percent of the
~g chord. The flapwas deflected 60°.

The rolling and yawing moments of inertia of the model
mere varied by shifting lead weights from the fuselage to

the wing tips. The effeckve dihedral was changed by alter-
ing the geometric dihe,@ralangle of the outer panel, aa indi-
cated in iigu.re 2. Four geometrically similar vertical tails
(lig. 2) were used on the model to produce changes in vertical-
tail area.

METHODS

STABIUTY AND CONTROL 0ALCOLATION8

Boundaries for neutral spiral stability (E= O), neutral
oscillatory stability (l?= O), and neutral directional stabili~
(11=0) were calculated for all momentiof-inertk conditions
by means of the stability equations of reference 5 with the
addition of the terms including product of inertia. It was
assumedin the calculations that the angle between the princi-
pal longitudinal axis of inertia and the flight path ww 6°,
which was the angle of attack of the model in the flight tests.
values of the static later&stability derivatives, O.fl, OtB)
and Ore, Used in the calculations were obtained from forco
tests of the model. The value of the rotary derivative 0,,
was obtained from free-oscillation teats of the modol in tho
free-flight tunnel (reference 6); whereas, the other rotary
dtivativ~, U%, Cl,, and C+, were estimated horn the charts
of reference ‘7 and from the fornmhw of reference 1.. Valuoa
of the stability derivative used in the calculations are givm
in table I. All the calculated boundaries are shown on the
stability chart of figure 5.

The period of the lateral oscillation ma calculated for
some conditions by use of formula (21) given in reference 6.

TABLE L—VALUESOF STABILITYDERIVATIVESUSEDIN
COMPUTATIONS

rtin

–o lW
–. ml
–. 220
-. m
–. 423
–. 5a3
-.629

[C,p is a dewdont vmlable]

–a Co40
–. Coz2

.WJs

. MM

:%!.148s

–o 47
-.47
-.47
–. 47
-,47
-.47
-.47

–a M!a3 O.zm
-. as17 .ZEa
-. m .2647
-.0431 .2519
-.0330 .2714
-. oz17
-. Im70 :2%

C.r

-_y g47J

-.0646
-. m
-. la36
-.l!al
-,1626

The bankhuzmotions of the model following abrupt aileron
maneuvers ti;h diflerent moments of inertia-were &dculated
for a condition of small positive dihedral and large vertical-
tail area. For thwe calculations the method of reference 8
was used and the model was wxmrnedto have fkeedom only
in rolL

~TING PROCEDURE

we model was flown at each test condition and its sta-
bility and contiol characteristics were noted by the pilot.
In addition, motion-picture records were made of some
flights in order to supplement the pilot’s observations with
quantitative stability and control dati.

The spiral stability of the model was determined by visual
-observation during sideslips across the tunnel with controls
fixed. Increasing inward sideslip was taken as an indica-
tion of spiral instability.
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FIIVJRE3.-Side vfow of model ns?d fn ~tfon Invwt&atfon h the NACA
freeaght tmmel.

FIGURE4.—Pfen vfew of modeJIK.W3in mm-WMbntIon tnvertketlon h tbo NAOA
freeiught tnnnel,
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General oscillatory stibility characteristics with controls
fixed were noted by the pilot, and the damping and period
of the lateral oscillations after abrupt rudder deflections
were recorded by the cameras for each test condition.

The directional stability was judged by the yawing beha-
vior of the model after gust disturbances and by the
amount of adveme yawing produced by aileron control.

The steadiness, or the reaction of the model to the normal
gustiness in the air stream, was noted for all test conditions.
‘This characteristic was apparently not very closely related
to other stability chamcbristi~ and was therefore judged
independently.

The effectiveness of the ailerons in rolling the model was
noted by the pilot and was measured horn camera records of
abrupt aileron maneuvers. The effect of adverse yawing
on aileron control for the various test conditions was deter-
mined by visual observation.

Throughout the investigation, an eflort was made to deter-
mino the best combinations of dihedral and vertical-tail area
for each momen&of-inertia condition and ‘to establish Ori
the lateral stabili~ chart (— O@ against C.g) the boundaries
between regions of satisfactory and unsatisfactory flight
bohwvior. I?light-behavior ratings based on the pilot’s
opinion of the general stability and control characteristi~ of
the model were recorded for each test condition. Although
the accuracy of these ratings depended upon the pilot’s
nbility to recognize unsatisfactory conditions, it is believed
that the ratings give a true indication of the effect of changes
in the variables involved because each rating was based on a
number of separate @ghts.

RANGE OF VARL4RLES

The parameter varied during the investigation were rolling
and ym-ivingmoments of inertia, effective dihedral – Clfi,

and effective vertical-tail area C?w. The weight of the model
was held constant to simulate an airplane wing loading of
30 pounds per square foot. All the teds -weremade at an
airspeed of 51 feet per second, which corresponded to a lift
coe5cient of 1.0.

Because the rolling and yawing moments of inertia were
changed by varying the radii of gyration, kx and kz, while
the weight was held constant, the inertia changes in this
investigation are expressed in terms of kx/bmd kJb. These
ratiosor theirreciprocals are the conventional nondimensional
expressions for radii of gyration in stability calculations.

In making the moment+of-inertia changes, kx/b and kJb

W-W
were varied in such a mannar that the value of ~

remained constant. Changing the moments of inertia in this
way corresponds to changing the proportion of might
carried in the wings. In the tests with high values of
kx/b and kz/b, the model therefore represented an airplane
with such loads as guns, ammunition, and fueJtanks installed
in the wings instead of the fuselage.

Three momenbof-inertia conditions were tested corre-
sponding to the values of k=/band kz/bin the following table,
in which the relative values of moments of inertia are also

74902W&22

given in order to tiord a better indication of the magnitude
of the inertia changes:

I I I

A 0.127 0.197
B

Lal

o
i% .247

:2% &w .322 N

These rnomentiof-inertia conditions are represented on
the graph of kx/bagainst kJ5 in figure 6 by the points A, B,
and C. Condition A is intended to simulate an average
mass distribution for modern single-engine fighter airplanes.
Condition B represents the probable upper limit of moments
of inertia for present-day conventional airplanes. Con@-
tion C represents the extremely high values of the parameters
kx/b and kz/bthat result in the case of airplanes with very
small span or with exceptionally” large loads in the wings.
Condition C very nearly simulates the moments of inertia
of a flying wing with uniform spamvise mass distribution.

In ordar to illustrate the trend of presenkday airplanes
toward higher moments of inertia, various other points are
also plotted in figure 6. The squares cotiected by arrows
show this trend in successive models of single-engine fighter
airplanes of the same design. The triangles represent mass
distributions of smwralmodern twin-engine and multiengined
designs.

Au example is given in figure 6 to show the effect on mo-
ments of inertia of adding large bombs or extra fuel tanks to
the wings of a typical fighter airphme. The position of the
mass distribution of this airplane on the plot is changed from
Y to Z by the addition of a 2000-pound bomb or fuel tank
midway out on each wing. It is evident that an installation
of this kind substantially increases the rolling and yawing
moments of inertia.

Three values of dihedral were used in &e teats: a large
positive dihedral, a small positive dihedral, and a moderate
negative dihedral, which are represented by the symbols L,
S, and N, respectively. The value of C,flfor each dihedral-
varied slightly with vertical-tail area, as shown in figure 5.
The four vertical tails used in the tests and designated by the
numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 (fig. 2) provided a range of On@from
0.01 to 0.12. Exact values of C.6 and Cl~ for each model
cotiguration were determined by force tests of the model
and am shown in figure 5.

The various configurations are represented by combina-
tions of symbols, for convenience and brevity; for example,
condition S3B has small positive dihedral S, vertical tail 3,
and momentif-inertia condition B.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

SPIBAL STABILITY

The spiral stabili@ of the model was not affected by
changes in moments of inertia. The flight tests agreed with
theory in this respect for, as indicated in figure 6, the theo-
retical spiral stability boundary is not changed by variation
of kx/band kz/b. Ratings for spiral stability for the various
model con.figurationsare presented in figure 7.
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- Cb
,

Ffamc 7.-Spfrel~tabfflty retbu!e fer dMwnt model cenomueth.% CL.1.O. (Avemge
retfnge for fill momentaf-fnertfe cendltfoxm)

It was interesting to note that,, for the negative dihedral
condition, increasing the moments of inertia did not materi-
ally increase the difficulty of flying the model. It might be
expected that, because of the spiral instability with negative
dihedral, increasing the rolling moment of inertia, and con-
sequently reducing the rolling acceleration produced by the
ailerons, would cause di.fEcultyin recovering from a banked
attitude. Such was not the case, however, probably because
the acceleration of the dropping wing after a gust disturbance
was also smaller with the incremed inertia. At times this
reduced rolling acceleration even caused an apparent im-
provement in spiral stability because the model seemed to
diverge more slowly following a gust disturbance.

The flighkteat results emphasized the fact that, for the
range of conditions tested, spiral instability has virtually no
signiikmee in determining general flight characteristic. It
can be seen from figure 7 that the model was spirally unstable
with both the small positive and the negative dihedrals.
Yet even with the negative dihedral, no rapid. spiral diver-
gence was noted and the model was not appreciably
harder to fly than wi~ the large positive dihedral.

OSCILLATORY STABILITY
.

Increasing the momenta of inertia deiinikly reduced the
oscillatory stability of the model and for some model con-
figurations introduced conditions of dangerons oscillatory
instability. The data of figure 8 show graphically the
changes in the damping of the lateral oscillation with change
in mass distribution for various combinations of dihedral
and vertical-tail area. Inasmuch as an accurate quantita-
tive measure of the damping could not be obtained for all
conditions, the results are presented in the form of qualitative
ratings for damping at each condition. The approximate
quantitative equivalents of these ratings are:

STABIWJ?Y AND CONTROL 0HAR4CTERISTIC% .335

EetmI Qmlltatlve inthw I APPmximete quantitative eqnhkmt

A IStable.-.---.-. --.-. -.-. -..--.. --l Damw tn }5 e.m~ltnde h h tbnn 2
*

B Swtiyhbb ------------------- Dampt0J4empMndein 2ayded er

Nmti-----...---.: ------------ Z%%mphg .
; SU@Uy@ble ----------------- B= :~~dmtde @.Illp~tUd13h mom

E Dengemmdynnstable _______ B~bnp to double emplftnde fn 1eyole

A comparison of the theoretical oscillatory stability
boundaries (R=O)in iigure 8 with the ratings for damping
of the oscillation obtained in the flight tests of the model
indicates good agreement between theory and flight results.

F&ire 9 shows that increasing the moments of inertia
caused an increase in the period of the lateral oscillation, as
indicated by theory. , The acperimentally determined values
for the period were slightly mdler than the calculated
values.

The ratings in &me 8 show that, although increasing the
moments of inertia reduced the oscillatory stability for
virtually all model con.iignrations, the maggtnde of the re-
duction varied greatly for the different combinations of
dihedral and vertical-tail ~ea. In general, the effects of
moment of inertia on the oscillation damping were more
pronounced with the large dihedral and the small vertical-
tail areas. This variation in the magnitude of inertia
effects with model configuration was in good agreement with
the vaxiation indicated by the shifting of the theoretical
oscillatory stability boundaries shown on the stability charts
(–qzp agtit C~~ i-u iign.re 8. With increasing moments
of inertia the boundaries move upward and inward on the
charts and thereby show the greatest inertia eflects at
large values of – C,P’and sm@.1values of C.P. It appears
both from these boundary shifts and from the flight ratings
for oscillation damping that a complete picture of the effects
of increased moments of inertia on oscillatory stabtity can
be obtained only by an analysis of the effects over a wide
range of model configurations.

Small positive dihedraL-With the small positive dihedral,
the effect of increased moments of inertia “on oscillatory
stabili~ w-as relatively small for all values of vertical-tail
area. Even for the condition of least oscillatory damping with
this dihedral (condition SIC), no unstiible oscillations -were
noted although the damping W-Mvery light. With the two
largest vertical tails (tails 3 and 4) and the small dihedral,
the oscillatory stability for conditions B and C, though less
than that for condition A, was considered satisfactmy.

Large positive diledral.-With the large positive dihedral,
increasing the moments of inertia caused pronounced
reductions in oscillatory stability for all values of vertical-
tail area. Conditions of dangerous oscillatory instability
were encountered with the smallest tail (tail1) at loading
condition B and with all tails except the largest (tail 4) at
loading condition C. These unstable conditions were
considered dangerous because sustained flights were impos-
sible as a result of. oscillations that increased in amplitude
despite intensive effofi of the pilot to control the model.
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EFFECT OF MASS DISTlU3WTION ON LATERAL

I?or some conditions, such as L3B and ~C, unstable oscilla-

tions w-me encountered in flights with controls fixed, but
these oscillations could be terminated at will by control
applications and were therefore not considered particularly
dangerous.

Tho pronounced effect of moments of inertia on oscillatory
stabili@ with the large positive dihedral is illustrated gmphi
tally in figure 10 by photographically recorded time histories
of fights at conditions L3A, L3B, and L3C. The two upper
sets of curves in figure 10 are records of the lateral oscilla-
tions with controls fied, which were started by abrupt
rudder deflections. A comparison of the curves shows that
changing from moment-of-inertia condition A to moment-of-
inertia condition B caused the model to become oscillatorily

unstable in flights with controls iixed. As pointed out in the
preceding paragraph, however, this instability was not

especially dangerous when the lateral controls were used
properly.

The two lower sets of curves in figure 10 show that increas-
ing the moments of inertia from condition A to condition C
produced an unstable oscillation that could not be stopped
by aileron and rudder control. At condition L3C, the oscil-

lation not only continued to build up despite aileron-control
movements but also ma of such strength that its period was
not appreciably dared by the control applications. The
flights at this condition, of course, were of very short dura-
tion and were usually terminated by an abrupt sideslip to
tlm floor of the tqnnel after the model had attained a very
steep angle of bank. The motion-picture record for condi-
tion L3A, which is in sharp contrast with that of condition
L3C, shows the positive and ahnost instantaneous effect of
the ailerons in returning the model to level flight with
normal moments of inertia ~d serves to emphaaize the
magnitude of the instability that effectively nullified the
aileron control at condition L3C. The apparently unstable
yawing motion shown in the record of condition L3A vm.s
probably caused by the fact that the rudder control applied
simultaneously with the aileron control used to bank the
model was not always of the required magnitude nor in “the
proper direction for returning the model to nnyamed flight.

Negative dihedral.-Wlth the negative dihedral, the
effects of moment of inertia on oscillato~ stabfi-ty were less
than with the positive dihed.ralsand were small for all values
of vertical-tail area. With this dihedral, the lateral oscilla-
tion appeared to have a satisfactory rate of damping for all
conditions exmpt with the smallest tail (tail 1). A peculiar
and sometimes violent form of instability waa emiountered
at conditions NIA, NIB, and NIC. The instability, which
appeared to be more directional than oscillatory in nature,
was usually evidenced by yawing motions that increased in
magnitude even when the ailerons and the rudder were used
for control. k some flights at this unstable condition, the
model yawed to a large angle and then rolled off abruptly
with the leading wing going down. It was interesting to
note that the iiight behavior of the model with the negative
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dihedral and tail 1 improved tith increasing moments of

inertia. T&s surprising effect appeared to be a direct result
of S1OWW,and therefore more easily controlled, yawing
motions of the model with the higher momen ts of inertia.

The ratings for damping of the oscillation in figure 8 for
conditions NIA, NIB, and NIC are given in parentheses
because of the uncertainty aa to whether the instability was
oscillatmy or directional “innature. It should be noted that
these conditions on the stabili~ diagram fall very near the
boundary for neutral directional stability (lI=O). In the
n~ative dihedral range, and in fact for all spirally unstable
conditions, the R=O boundmy is not an indication of neutral
oscillatory stability because ~, one of the coefficients of the
stability equation, is negative. An examination of the rOOtS

of the stability equations for several negative dihedral con-
ditions, however, reveals that oscillatory stability theoreti-
cally existswell below-the 11=0 boundary. It appeam, there-
fore, that over the negative dihedral range directional diver-
gence will occur before oscillatory instabili@-, as indicated
by the tight tests of the model.
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REACTION TO GUSTS

The reaction of the model to the normal gustiness in
the air strenm vm.s improved by increasing the moments
of inertia. With the high values of kx/b and kz/b, the
model was less sensitive to gust disturbances during smooth
flight and appmred to be steadier both in roll and in yam
than with tho lower moments of inertia. This effect,
which wss apparently purely inertial, was considered
bermficial from a stabili~ standpoint, but like some aero-
dynamic stabilizing effects was detrimental to lateral.
control, as will be shown in the following section.

It should be pointed out that the benefici~ eilects of high
moments of inertia on the lateral steadiness of the model
were present only during smooth fight. Once the smooth
tlight of the model was interrupted by a particularly violent
gust or control disturbance, the high moments of inertia
prolonged the effect of the disturbance and increased the
difEculty of returning to steady flight. .

LATERAL CONTROL

Incensing the moments of inertia daused marked in-
cremea in the time to reach a given angle of bank with
aileron control. It is evident from the time histories of
abrupt aileron maneuvers shown in figure 11 that this
reduction vm.s caused by decrensed ro~ff acceleration.
The model rmcelemted so slowly during aileron maneuvers
at conditions B and C that maximum rolling velocities
could not be reached during the limited time and space
available for the maneuvers.

“Figure 11 shows that the test results were in excellent
agreement with calculations of the pure banking motion of
the model. These calculations, which were based on the
assumption that the model had freedom only in roll, “iudieate
that the maximum rolling veloci@ is not ailected by changes
in moments of inertia. Cemplete calculations of the banking
motion of an airplane with three degrees of freedom (un@-
lished data) show, however, that increasing the moments of
inertia reduces the iinal rolbg veloeity as well as the accel-
eration in roll. In amy event, it appears that, with a very
high rolling moment of inertia, the reduction in rolling accel-
eration alone is su.flicient to lengthen noticeably the time
required to attain a given angle of bank with aileron control.

The teat data of figure 11 are made applicable to the air-
plane by additional scales for rolling veloci@- and time. By
mermsof these scakxi,a better indication em be obtained of
the effects of high moments of inertia on the angle of bank
reached in a given time ok on the time required b reach a
given angle of bank for the full-scale airplane.

GENERAL FLIGHT B~VIOR

The general flight behavior became worse .tith increasing
moments of inertia, as shown by the flight-behavior ratings
in figure 12. It appeared that oscillatcny stabili~ was the
predominant factor influencing the pilot’s opinion of the
general fight behavior, as is indicated by the similarity of
the ratinga on figures 8 and 12 for correspomhg test condi-
tions. The magnitude of the detrimental effects of increased
inertia on general flight behavior, as on oscillatmy stability,
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was dependent upon the model cotiguration; the greatA
tiects -wereobserved with the large positive dihedral and the
least Meets were noted with the huge vertical tails (tails 3
and 4) used in combination with the negative or small
positive dihedrals.

Combinations of dihedral and vertieal-tail arm that
gave satisfactory’ flight behavior at the diflerent moment+
of-inertia conditions are indicated in figure 12 by approxi-
mate boundaries that separate satisfactory and unsatis-
factory regions on the stability charts. It is apparent
from the manner in which the boundaries shift that the
number of satisfactory combinations of dihedral and v&uJ- -

tail area decreased with increasing inertia. One mod~
eotiguration (small positive dihedral and vertical tail 4),
however, provided good general fight behavior for all
momentaf-inertia conditions tested.
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CONCLUSIONS

The effects of increased rolling and yawing moments of
inertia on the lateral stability and control characteristics
of an airplane aa determined by tests of a model in the
free-flight tunnel may be summarized as follows:

1. In general, the test results were in good agreement with
theory in regard to the effects of moments of inertia on
lntmal stability and control.

2. Increasing the moments of inertia did not affect spiral
stability and did not increase the diilicnlty of flying at a
condition of spiral instability.

3. Increasing the moments of inertia reduced oscillatory
stability. With negative or small positive dihedral the
reduction in stability was not great even with the small
vertical tails. With the large positive dihedra$ however,
large increases in the moments of inertia introduced danger-
ous oscillatory instability, especially with the smaller
vertical tails.

4. With high moments of inertia, the model was less
sensitive to gust disturbances and consequently flew more
smoothly than with the normal moments of inertia.

5. Increasing the moments of inertia reduced the rolling
acceleration provided by the ailerons and thereby can%d a
marked increase in the time required to attain a given
angle of bank.

& The general flight behavior became worse with increm-
ing momenti of inertia. The greatest effects of increased
inertia were observed at conditions of large dihedral and
small vertical-tail aree.

7. Satisfactory flight characteristics for all moment-of.

inertia conditions were obtiined with the small dihedral

(C,~=-O.038) and the large vertical tail area (Csd=O.ll).

.,
LANGLI+Y MDBIORIAL &RONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY Commrmm FOR AERONAUTICS,

IJANGLDY I?IELD, VA., JdY f!O,1943.
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